
 

Compact robot takes flight to support
CERISS initiative
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A new robot will be taking flight soon to test its ability to support
biological and physical science experiments in microgravity. As one of
NASA's 2023 TechFlights selections, this compact robot will have a
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chance to fly on a commercial suborbital flight to see just how well it
can perform in a space environment.

Managed by NASA's Flight Opportunities program, the TechFlights
2023 solicitation included a call for technologies to support the agency's
Commercially Enabled Rapid Space Science (CERISS) initiative.
CERISS, administered by NASA's Biological and Physical Sciences
Division, uses the spaceflight environment to study phenomena in ways
that cannot be done on Earth.

One of the 11 TechFlights selections that will undergo flight testing is a
compact robot designed to prepare samples for science experiments in
microgravity, improve in-flight sample preparation capabilities and
potentially reduce astronauts' time tending to such research while on the
International Space Station or future commercial destinations in low
Earth orbit.

Led by principal investigator Phil Putman, manager of advanced projects
at Sierra Lobo, Inc, in Fremont, Ohio, the tests will leverage parabolic
flights from Zero Gravity Corporation to evaluate the technology's
performance in microgravity.

"We need transformative capabilities to conduct research in space as
NASA continues its exploration mission," said BPS division director
Lisa Carnell. "The commercial testing supported by Flight Opportunities
will help CERISS advance a key research spaceflight innovation with the
goal of improving in-flight sample analysis and advancing our study of
biological and physical systems in space."

CERISS aims to advance biological and physical research capabilities
with the commercial space industry, including sample preparation and
analysis technologies for use in microgravity. The project's long-term
goals include conducting scientist astronaut missions on commercial
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space stations as well as developing automated hardware for experiments
beyond low Earth orbit, such as on the lunar surface. Benefits include an
increase in the pace of research for a wide range of research leading to
an increased demand for research and development in low Earth orbit,
facilitating growth of the commercial space industry.
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